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HONEST INTENTON ORGANIZATION
MENTORSHIP PROGRAM REPORT
Introduction
The AHI mentorship program is a program run by the Honest Intention Organization (AHI) in the
schools it supports. The objective of the program is to stimulate a journey of self-discovery and
development for both the mentor and the mentee, and provide opportunities for exposure to
personal fulfillment and achievement. Its purpose is:
1) To provide opportunities to students to learn and grow as they are exposed to an ongoing
relationship with a caring adult.
2) To enable a healthy start in life by facilitating the process of self-discovery and selfawareness.
3) To facilitate safe places/spaces to learn and grow.
4) To equip students with the understanding and tools to make ethical and informed
decisions.
5) To shape students into confident human beings with excellent leadership,
communication, critical thinking, professionalism and other important life skills.

May Session
The first mentorship session was scheduled for 21st May, 2016 at HOYWIK – Kibera, one of the
schools supported by AHI in the 2016 academic year. The theme for the month of May was
Introductions/Getting to Know/Expectations.
It was a beautiful day, albeit chilly as the rainy season was just ending. There was quite a bit
of traffic due to the Mater Heart Run which had also been scheduled on the same day. This
caused the session to start later than it was scheduled to at 10.00 am. There were 12 mentors
all together.
The session begun with a warm welcome from the staff at HOYWIK – Kibera and a mini-tour of
the school, highlighting the projects which AHI will set up in the months of June/July. Due to
the limited time left, as a result of traffic from the Heart Run, the students were put into

groups and introductions between mentors and mentees done. Each group also came up with a
name for itself.

Feedback/Recommendations
The following recommendations were made for future sessions:
1) Countercheck for other events happening on the same day as the mentorship session to
avoid delays due to traffic.
2) Have a male and female mentor for each group to allow for gender balance and to
ensure that each student is comfortable within their group.
3) Recruit more male mentors.
4) Involve both teachers and students in capacity building workshops to ensure best
practices are adopted once projects are set up.
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